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Inspiration

1) Constant discussion of topic modeling as “solution” to 
improving data discovery [useful internally]

2) General issue of document clustering without existing 
cluster labels and problem of cluster interpretability

3) ETDs are extremely hard to search, but contain important 
information on trends in fields and not yet published 
data

4) Author-assigned keywords for ETDs are problematic



Author-assigned keywords for Ohio ETDs (2015-2020)
Around 77k author-assigned 
keywords 

80% of terms are only used 
once

Others are too common/generic



(From Mikolov et al. 2013. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1310.4546)

Model Choice: Doc2Vec

Word2Vec maps words into 
high-dimension vector 
space

Unsupervised approach

Captures important 
relationships

Doc2Vec extends to full 
texts (Gensim Library in 
Python)



Training Data: DBPedia
Where do you find a giant 
pre-labelled corpus? DBPedia!

Power in open, linked, and 
multilingual aspects.

Long abstracts of DBPedia 
version 2016-10 (~5 million 
pages).

Python scripts on Case 
Western’s High Performance 
Computing



Artificial “Intelligence”
Vectorized an unseen ETD abstract with the trained model Doc2Vec model

Assign the five spatially nearest DBPedia abstracts as your subject 
tags
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Artificial “Intelligence”

Defining New Pathways and 
Therapies for Human 

Cardiovascular Disease
(http://rave.ohiolink.edu/etdc/view?acc_nu

m=osu1553540497480597)
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Infamy_(album)

Vectorized an unseen ETD abstract with the trained model Doc2Vec model

Assign the five spatially nearest DBPedia abstracts as your subject 
tags



dct:subject and skos:broader

Vector space was overcrowded with 
pages

Moving up through links would 
capture higher-level of information 
and space out vectors

Approach of averaging page vectors 
to create “subject” and “concept” 
tags
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Tumor_supressor_genes 
Programmed_cell_death 
Cellular_processes 
Transport_proteins



Small sample from 
2019 and subset 
of DBPedia pages

1, 0, -1 rating 
of assigned tags

On average 
initial tests 
show relevant 
tags



Building Out and Refining

Lots of parameters to explore in the model and decisions 
about training data to make

Reducing tags further, how to cull?

Expanding ETD dataset (Ohio schools are STEM heavy)

Assessing tag quality / engaging subject experts

Proto-typing visualizations and UIs for searching
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